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683747

SureShift - the gear 
shift display with shift 
indicator
The SureShift is connected to the 
compatible electronic speedom-
eter originally available on the 
vehicle or to an auxiliary speed-
ometer (reed contact). An engine 
speed signal is also fed from the 
ignition box or ignition coil. It is 
then calibrated once in a learning 
procedure to the vehicle-specific 
gear ratio. It can then immediate-
ly determine the connected gear 
from the speed signal and engine 
speed. No mechanical switches or 
similar are required for errors in 
sensitive components. An exact 
calibration of the speed is not 
required. The neutral position of 
the gearbox is read out in parallel 
to the neutral indicator light over 
the conventional neutral switch. 
One engine speed value is pro-
grammed into the device for each 
of the two shift indicator stages. 
An engine speed ring can also 
be activated, which displays the 
engine speed as an LED ring. It is 
not used to display an absolute 
value, but to make the distance 
of the actual engine speed value 
to the set shift indicator engine 
speed ascertainable visually. That 
means if the circle is closed, the 
engine speed has reached the set 
shift indicator value. The driver 
gets a good idea for when a criti-
cal value is reached.  

Measurements:
•	 Diameter	33	mm
•	 Height	(casing):	14.5	mm
•	 Cable	length:	55	cm
•	 Weight	with	cable:	approx.	31	

g
•	 Mounting:	2	x	M3	threaded	

bushes
682649 Sure shift, black
682648 Sure shift, polished
682650 Universal	bracket,	pol-

ished
682651 Universal	bracket,	black

motogadget motoscope Classic and 
Chronoclassic
The motoscope classic features a multifunctional digi-
tal instruments in round aluminium casings in a classic 
sporty style. A white dial face and a red needle lend 
a classic analogue look to the instrument’s rev. coun-
ter, which is powered by a precision stepper motor. 
The instrument’s perfect look is therefore eminently  
suited to all kind of motorbikes. The latest digital 
technology and high-quality materials in combina-
tion with final assembly by hand and quality control 
of every single item guarantee superb visual and 
function-related quality.

Functions
rev counter (analogue/numeric), speedometer (kmh, 
mph), trip odometer, total odometer, trip time, rpm 
threshold, voltage display, air temperature*, water 
temp.*, oil temp.*, oil pressure * (all with low/high 
warning), several acceleration read out, maximum 
and average values, gear position indicator, four indi-
cator lights
683737 8k scale black, anodized bezel
683739 8k scale black, polished bezel

Chronoclassic
The chronoclassic is technically identical to the 
motoscope classic. The dimensions, functions and 
mounting accessories are the same. The most evident 
differences are the white numbers on the black dial. 
Accordingly, the needle on the analog tachometer is 
painted white and its aluminum hub extra polished. 
The latter harmonises famously with the polished 
bezel, with which the chronoclassic is provided in the 
standard version. Also the standard design is always 
delivered with LCD with a green background. This 
green LC display is very easy to read in direct sunlight. 
The dark LCD of the ‘DarkEdition’ is more difficult 
to read in bright light but fits better to the black 
dial. Please consider this before order. As with all our 
products, state-of-the-art technology, high-quality 
materials, final assembly in handicraft and intensive 
checks guarantee maximum visual and functional 
quality ‘Made in Germany’.
683741 8k scale green LCD, polished bezel
683742 8k scale DarkEdition, polished bezel
683744 8k scale DarkEdition, blk. anodized bezel

683741

683742

motogadget Classic Series  
Streamline Cup for 1” Handle Bar
Streamlinecup for 1” handle Bar to mount the instru-
ment motoscope classic or chronoclassic. In a bullet 
shaped mirror polished billet housing.
683747 polished

Installation Cup msc A
For mounting the classic instruments with our fas-
tening brackets or to an original cockpit.
683748 black anodized
683749 polished

Mounting Clamp msc VA
Stainless steel clamp for simple mounting of the clas-
sic instruments.
683750 stainless steel

Fastening Brackets msc
Universally	usable	fastening	brackets	are	made	of	
aluminium sheets, which are fine brushed and anod-
ized.	We	offer	the	versions	msc	A,	msc	B,	msc	C.
683751 msc A black
683752 msc A silver
683754 msc B silver
683755 msc C black
683756 msc C silver
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